Petroleum and American Conspicuous Consumption
Even though automobiles have, for the most part, remained grounded, many other details of that futuristic landscape materialized. The remarkable accomplishments that shaped everyday American life after World War II have many common threads that bind them together, but perhaps none is as central as petroleum. Measured in terms of quadrillion btus (British thermal units), which is the basis for charting energy consumption, U.S. consumption of petroleum rose from less than ten after 1945 to twenty in 1960, forty in 1975, and over forty after 2000. It was approximately 1950 when petroleum overtook coal as the nation's leading energy producer, and today the rate of petroleum consumption ranks approximately double its nearest competitors, coal and natural gas. Although the nation passed through different eras in the commodity's centrality, petroleum's ongoing predominance in American life after 1945 demands new terminology. The inculcation is so dramatic that Americans during the postwar era can be said to exist within an ecology of oil.
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When the French philosopher Roland Barthes sought to condemn the overconsumption and superficiality of the modern era, his symbol was the substance of many formsplastic. Similar to the people that he condemns, Barthes overlooks the raw material that made possible the iconic plastic.
3 Before Americans could have the hula hoops and Twinkies that helped define the postwar era, there had to be a prodigious and reliable supply of crude oil. The best evidence of twentieth-century Americans' overwhelming dependence on petroleum may be that they have completely neglected to give it proper credit for enabling the nation's overall high standard of living. Even now, most Americans barely get past an elementary-level understanding of their dependence on oil. Oil does not just fuel Americans' vehicles. Oil has changed their diet, their clothes, their neighborhoods, their jobs, their fun-in fact, everything about U.S. society. Although Americans continue this profound reliance today, the nation's culture of crude has begun to shift in dramatic ways.
Taken for granted for decades, the flow of surplus crude came to a sudden halt during the 1970s when increasing imports converged with political limitations. As abundance turns to scarcity in the second decade of the twenty-first century, the American ecology of oil has come to include concepts such as resource wars, peak oil, petro-dictators, and bottom kill. This increasing appreciation of petroleum's importance and the complexity of acquiring it demands that we also revise our historical narratives-that we acknowledge the hidden hand (or nozzle) when it was most essential to American life and history. 4 This brief essay 
Conspicuously Consuming Crude
In Futurama, science fiction-like visions merged with the ideas of intellects such as Lewis Mumford to take concrete form. Modernism was no longer an artistic genre restricted to the few; now, modernist design and "the new" were the stuff of the middle class. Consumer expectations-such as those shaped by the scene of Futurama-became a primary engine behind radical shifts in patterns of American living. The transformation of living patterns after World War II was so dramatic that historians have given it a name: "mass consumption." Lizabeth Cohen and other historians have demonstrated that the motivations that drove consumers and filled out the middle class were fed by the policies and politics of the Cold War.
5 But the factor behind the scenes that enabled this dramatic change has yet to be fully appreciated by historians.
In her work, Cohen reaches back to Thorstein Veblen's The Theory of the Leisure Class (1899), in which he developed the idea of "conspicuous consumption," to describe the power of social emulation expressed through extravagant display, particularly in the American model of capitalist society. Consumable items, in such a paradigm, can function as symbols of affluence that spur citizens to increase their economic standing. Similar arguments were made in other well-known critiques of postwar America such as David Riesman's The Lonely Crowd (1950) , David Potter's People of Plenty (1954) , and John Kenneth Galbraith's The Affluent Society (1958) . Although in each case scholars ultimately criticized American emphasis on consumption, there was clear agreement that the overriding priority in America of this era was the freedom to purchase goods that fleshed out a life-style that today we refer to as middle class. A society with affordable products and consumers with discretionary income to spend became primary components of the "affluence" that defined the American standard of living after World War II. Despite its implication for ideas of race, gender, and youth-not to mention of home design and the overall construction of the human habitat-mass consumption became a symbol of American success in the Cold War. Although scholars such as Cohen argue that many of these details grew from basic policies, such as the G.I. Bill, we must also ascribe credit to the lifeblood of the affluent society that took shape after World War II: cheap energy, primarily petroleum. Even more important, the scope of the affluence that oil enabled made this higher standard of living the new normal, eventually making consumption no longer conspicuous. 5 On Lewis Mumford and other modernist intellectuals of this era, see Meikle, Twentieth Century Limited, 135, 180. Lewis Mumford, Technics and Civilization (1934; Chicago, 1963) included in a society's "culture." By including everyday patterns and habits associated with America's experience with mass consumption, for instance, these details could be seen as part of larger level social patterns, including efforts to stimulate unity or, contradictorily, exclusion. As a unifier, this emerging culture helped overcome class distinctions and cleared the way for one, predominant middle class. With this pattern in mind, theorists have constructed a critique of consumption as a homogenizing force. Barthes, however, decried the loss of meaning and depth with such flexibility and, by the end of the twentieth century, other scholars had joined the fray. For instance, the sociologist George Ritzer and others railed against the McDonaldization (or Walmartization) of American life that took away distinct, individualized opportunities for consumption and replaced them with standardized, less personal options. Other scholars, alternatively, suggest that although the disposable society has many shortcomings, by making prosperity and comfort so accessible, it may also represent the most democratic culture that American society has thus far produced.
7 Regardless of its ultimate meaning for Americans, mass consumption, scholars agree, had made the U.S. standard of living after World War II a symbol of U.S. prosperity. Unseen in many of these consumer items, unrecognizable in its finished form, the alchemy of gallons upon gallons of cheap crude played a defining role.
So where does petroleum fit into the historical paradigm of post-World War II consumerism? Certainly, it was a critical cog in the engine that drove this consumptive society. Can one go one step further, in an era enabled by cheap petroleum, to argue that "black gold" has functioned as a democratizing element in American life? Big Oil has wrought mighty evils on societies all over the world and also on the natural environment; however, for the society that inculcated it more completely than any other, there is clear evidence that cheap oil empowered the middle class and helped the United States attain the world's greatest standard of living by, not least of all, helping Americans overcome very basic limits on the human condition. Our histories must accept this premise so that scholars might unravel the larger environmental, social, and cultural implications of our high-energy existence.
Petroleum Makes Consumption Less Conspicuous
As consumption became less conspicuous or exceptional after World War II, transportation became the preeminent example of the new ecology of oil. The use of human and animal power, the essential ways that humans had moved about, had remained fairly static for centuries. By the early 1900s, automated methods of transportation (powered by biofuels, gasoline, steam, or electricity) had become widely available. Fuel and vehicle prices made such options primarily available only to wealthy consumers. With few roads or conveniences, a drive in such a vehicle during the 1910s was almost purely a luxury. Local and state governments worked to make auto travel easier and more convenient, and 44 June 2012 The Journal of American History entrepreneurs such as Henry Ford brought vehicle prices down to a level at which mass consumers became drivers. Seen as a societal good, driving became an emphasis of federal funding after World War II. Tax breaks and zoning regulations all spurred America's shift toward becoming a real-life version of Futurama. None of this mattered, though, if fuel was too costly for most consumers. Therefore, federal authority also maintained remarkably low gasoline prices-ensuring that the fuel became accessible to almost everyone. With this widespread access to modes of transportation, the landscape of consumption took shape after World War II. 8 Suburbs, as Adam Rome portrays in The Bulldozer in the Countryside, were the anchors of the corridors of commerce for the new, postwar America. In those model environments, developers dropped housing tracts in outlying areas where real estate prices were low. Often, these suburbs first appeared marooned from essential services-a sort of man-made frontier when services were still predominantly located in cities (and many of these services, such as grocery stores, soda fountains, and Automat restaurants, had become quite advanced in their ability to deliver a variety of products reliably and rapidly). Recalibrating the human habitat for automobility remade the American landscape after World War II. Between suburban homes and urban workplaces the economic frontier of the postwar era emerged. Of one component of the new sprawl, the historian Catherine Gudis writes: "With every coming year, automobiles could be found in more and more places, thus expanding the marketing frontier and potential location of billboard spaces to areas heretofore untouched." To manage these new corridors of consumption, an industry soon took shape, led by the trade organization Outdoor Advertising Association of America (oaaa), which proclaimed in its motto: "we have changed from essentially a 'home people' to an 'automobile . . . people. '" 9 In its various forms, petroleum enabled humans to overcome limits, particularly those of time and space. Potter discussed American expansion and restlessness in this fashion: "The man best qualified for this role was the completely mobile man, moving freely from one locality to the next, from one economic position to another, or from one social level to levels above."
10 In addition to ensuring physical movement, petroleum helped bring Americans economic and social mobility through mass consumption. Along with new information technologies and advancements in production capabilities, petroleum became a primary component in allowing producers to overcome limits of supply and production. That success then allowed for massive growth in the scale of production and, ultimately, in mass production, which brought prices down and made a whole world of products and services available to middle-class American consumers.
Possibly the longest trope in the study of American culture had been to view the push and pull of technology against agriculture and, by extension, nature. In such a paradigm, Petroleum and American Conspicuous Consumption technology was a "counterforce" against which Americans struggled to retain certain aspects of their original culture. As mass purchasers of goods and services, Americans no longer viewed such innovations and economic development as a "counterforce" in American life; instead, new technologies became inculcated into revamped life-styles. This modern sensibility of working cooperatively with technologies, such as the internal combustion engine, was captured by Lewis Mumford when he described the machine as a force that "simplifies the environment." He explained:
As a practical instrument, the machine has enormously complicated the environment. . . .
[But] without standardization, without repetition, without the neutralizing effect of habit, our mechanical environment might well, by reason of its tempo and its continuous impact, be too formidable. . . . The machine has thus, in its aesthetic manifestations, something of the same effect that a conventional code of manners has in social intercourse: it removes the strain of contact and adjustment . . . it permits intercourse between persons and groups to take place without the preliminary exploration and understanding that are requisite for an ultimate adjustment.
Mass consumption was the product of Americans internalizing the machine and domesticating it. During the Cold War era, technology was accepted as key to the nation's progress and also to keeping the Soviet Union at bay. This aesthetic was fueled by large-scale economic and social changes as well. Cohen describes this trend as the construction of a "consumer's republic" in which consumption was construed as an expression of national identity and even patriotism. She traces the emergence of "a new postwar ideal of the purchaser as citizen who simultaneously fulfilled personal desire and civic obligation by consuming." 12 The availability of inexpensive crude persuaded American society to organize itself into an ecology of oil in which basic human needssuch as acquiring food-became reliant on crude.
Fast food is the obvious link between petroleum-powered transportation and the human need to acquire the calories that our bodies require-what scholars refer to as American foodways. This new method of foraging involved innovations such as that of Maurice McDonald and Richard McDonald when they intentionally located their McDonald's just off Route 66 in San Bernadino, California. Ray Kroc, a milkshakemachine salesman, then expanded that form on a massive scale.
13 From White Castle to 11 Mumford, Technics and Civilization, esp. 357-58. For discussion of these general points, see Thomas P. Hughes, American Genesis: A Century of Invention and Technological Enthusiasm, 1870 -1970 (New York, 1989 Petroleum, however, was impacting Americans' food consumption through more than their reliance on automobiles; a more insidious change is symbolized by the seemingly innocent Twinkie. Although this sweet snack seems at first simple, it is actually a hightech piece of complex chemistry, manufacturing, and distribution with no fewer than thirty-nine ingredients (most of which were also first manufactured).
14 Food production in the twentieth century, epitomized by the lusciously nutritionally void Twinkie, was characterized by efforts to simplify and streamline crop growing and processing by supplementing and embellishing those steps with the use of cheap resources such as petroleum.
Chemists played an important role in using petroleum to expand, simplify, and, at times, enhance the food that appeared in American shopping carts. Often with petroleum hydrocarbons as a basis or active ingredient, chemicals were created to control problems associated with agriculture, including managing weeds and pests (through herbicides and pesticides). Most important to the twentieth century, though, chemists also used petroleum and natural gas to create heat that manufactured and "fixed" synthetic nitrogen to enhance growing potential. The Haber-Bosch process alone increased the food production capabilities of nations throughout the world. This method for manufacturing synthetic nitrogen (as a fertilizer) has been exported to less-developed nations to enhance their ability to grow food crops. The great success of sharing this technique and other agriculture technology since 1960 is referred to as the "green revolution" and has helped avoid some famines in Africa and elsewhere. 15 The implications of crude came in the form of the processed Twinkie as well as the seemingly organic, locally grown head of romaine lettuce. In the late twentieth century, humans (and particularly Americans) came to rely more than ever on foods acquired and prepared through the assistance of petroleum. Our histories have told many of these stories of consumption without specifically delineating the role that petroleum played in powering the autos that carried Americans to lunch or the rigs that hauled corn and other raw materials to manufacturers such as Frito-Lay. Neither have our histories clearly captured the work in chemistry laboratories that applied petroleum to an array of uses that moved innovations from the beaker to fill every shelf in local Walmart stores.
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Chemicals and Flexible Forms Shape a New Consumer Reality
When Barthes waxed about the capabilities of plastic, his comments were stirred by the first use of a plastic replacement valve in heart surgery in the 1950s. In fact, however, he 47 Petroleum and American Conspicuous Consumption captured the germ of the method historians might use to demonstrate the scale of the transformations in American life made possible when petroleum allowed mass consumption to become inconspicuous. We must follow Barthes and move beyond gasolinepowered engines and chemically enhanced agriculture to consider products in which the petroleum content is largely unrecognizable. The symbol of such oil-based consumer products is, of course, plastics, which enabled significant cultural and social shifts in America.
The industry now known as petrochemicals is responsible for too many consumer products to list-among them, the materials that go into heart valves and Twinkie wrappers. A remarkable statistic from Chemistry in Context, a standard chemistry textbook, helps reveal the wide array of applications for which the petrochemical industry is responsible: "37 of the almost 45 gallons in a typical barrel of refined crude oil is simply burned for heating and transportation. The remaining 7.6 gal is used for non-fuel purposes, including only 1.25 gal set aside to serve as nonrenewable starting materials (reactants, commercially called feedstocks) to make the myriad of plastics, pharmaceuticals, fabrics, and other carbon-based industrial products so common in our society."
17
These uses of petroleum have so intrinsically altered the ways that Americans live, that as petroleum supplies dwindle, humans will likely wish they had conserved crude not to burn but to fulfill these remarkably rare capabilities in the chemistry sector.
On its way to becoming each of those useful substances, petroleum first is transformed into feedstocks, which are used to produce plastics, drugs, detergents, and synthetic fibers. For instance, almost all pharmaceuticals contain benzene rings in their chemical structure, which is refined from petroleum. In addition, such chemicals go on to serve many purposes, including refrigeration and cooling. In many of these applications, chemists initially identified alternative methods of producing the necessary compounds; petroleum entered the laboratory only later as a method for making compounds more easily and cheaply. The design historian Jeffrey Meikle describes this synthetic chemistry as, "everything and nothing."
18 As a chemical filler, petroleum was added because it cost so little, but the flexibility that it brought to chemists proved to be revolutionary.
For oil companies, the use of crude to manufacture resources for living began in the 1930s but became a corporate priority after World War II. In the case of Shell Oil, its Shell Chemical division switched from manufacturing ammonia and solvents to seeking synthetic substitutes for natural materials and then making them. Early industrial chemistry had concentrated on synthesizing molecules from coal-based feedstocks, mainly to produce chemicals such as benzene and its derivatives. With petroleum, chemists could produce such chemicals less expensively and in larger quantities while also generating more reactive hydrocarbons called olefins, including ethylene, propylene, and butylene, which became building-block chemicals of the new petrochemical industry.
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As Shell and other petroleum companies formed entire chemical divisions to research petrochemicals and apply them to everyday uses, the best known might have been synthetic glycerine. The limited supply of natural glycerine, a by-product of the soap and 48 June 2012 The Journal of American History fatty acid industries, had become useful by the 1920s as a food preservative, a humectant for tobacco (to help retain moisture), and as a component in the manufacture of such diverse products as shaving cream, toothpaste, glue, soft drinks, mayonnaise, cosmetics, and paper. It also served as a mainstay for the paint industry and in the manufacture of cellophane. By the 1940s Americans used over 200 million pounds of natural glycerine each year (more than a pound per person), although very few consumers realized its presence. In the late 1940s Shell Chemical made Houston, Texas, which already served as a hub for oil shipping and refining, its focus for petrochemical development. Its $8 million synthetic glycerine plant-the world's first-went on-line at Houston Deer Park in September 1948, and by 1950 its production of synthetic glycerine equaled one-fifth of the nation's prewar output of natural glycerine.
20
Similar developments occurred as synthetic rubber replaced natural supplies when Shell developed isoprene rubber, which duplicated the isoprene that served as the chemical building block of the natural rubber molecule. The manufacturers of automobile and truck tires began using isoprene rubber and other polymers developed from petroleum. The influence on consumer America was profound. The postwar expansion of Shell Chemical reached a high point in 1956, when chemical sales totaled a record $213 million, compared to only $24 million ten years earlier. In terms of volume, yearly sales rose from 231,000 tons to just over 1 million tons over that period. 21 These are the type of statistics that allow conspiracy theorists to claim that the inculcation of petroleum into everyday American life through chemistry was an elaborate plan by Big Oil. And there may be some truth to such a claim; however, American consumers swept up these new, cheaper products with vigor.
"Plastics," uttered a friend of the father of Dustin Hoffman's character in The Graduate when asked what he foresaw as the promising future for a college graduate in the 1960s. Plastic would have thousands of applications, and some were essential to patterns of everyday human life. As one example, consider the impact of Tupperware and Saran Wrap on food preservation. Again, each innovation in this area grew from earlier resin-based materials that did not use petroleum. In large chemical companies such as DuPont, researchers worked constantly to develop any synthetic material that might prove useful. In a world filled previously only with products made of wood, clay, and a few other organic materials, by the 1930s it became a sign of progress to insert obviously man-made objects of modernity into the most mundane areas of people's everyday lives-such as food storage.
22
Meikle writes that these materials, known as thermoplastics, were "driven not so much by market demand as by the pressure of supply, an overabundance of chemical raw materials, waiting to be exploited." After World War II, lab experiments regularly became consumer products, such as vinyl, which quickly remade cultural genres ranging from music to automobile interiors, and nylon, the elastic threads useful in many applications. In 1939 American companies produced 213 million pounds of synthetic resins. By 1945 this production reached 818 million pounds, and by 1951 2.4 billion pounds of synthetic resins were produced in the United States, partly because of the growing reliance on petroleum in the process. It was staggering growth sufficient to remake a civilization. And in the 1950s, writes Meikle, that is exactly what happened as the industry committed to such petroleum-based thermoplastics as "polyethylene that contributed to a flood of new uses-garbage pails, squeeze bottles, hula hoops-lighter, more flexible, less permanent than objects made from thermosets." The use of petroleum, in particular, allowed plastics to become "infinitely shape-shifting."
23 Infinite shapes and possibilities-a basic flexibility of form-would become a commodity in its own right if the products could fill basic human needs at extremely low cost. Throughout American consumer society, petroleumbased products fueled the ubiquity of stuff-regularizing overconsumption and making it the new normal.
Conclusion: The American Tradition of Planned Obsolescence
Why was a finite resource worked into so many products on which American consumers came to depend? There are a variety of responses to this question. At times the response sounds similar to a conspiracy theory about corporations trying to generate profit; the clearer explanation, though, is a perfect intersection of consumer passion for convenient products and the corporate drive for profit wedded through petroleum's flexibility and affordability. Certainly, these qualities gave energy companies reason to experiment with new uses for oil products; however, it also stimulated chemical companies such as DuPont, among others, to substitute petrochemicals in processes in which petrochemicals did not initially exist. For consumers, the outcome was low-priced, widely available, relatively disposable goods-in short, the Walmart world. The simplest answer to why Americans unabashedly seized dependence on a finite resource, therefore, is that American consumers wanted the stuff.
In short, David Potter's "people of plenty" prioritized their ease and standard of living over almost every other concern. As one of the first observers to take note of this unique model of consumption, the journalist Vance Packard wrote The Hidden Persuaders in 1957-an exposé of corporate America's sociological manipulation through advertisements. "One big and intimidating obstacle," Packard writes, "was the fact that most Americans already possessed perfectly usable stoves, cars, tv sets, clothes, etc. Waiting for these products to wear out or become physically obsolete before urging replacements upon the owner was intolerable. More and more, ad men began talking of the desirability of creating 'psychological obsolescence. '" 24 With advertisers whetting the public's desire for more and for replacements, consumption required products that were able to be made in massive amounts and altered easily, whether to improve them with new technologies or adjustments or to compel further consumption. The ubiquity of these products makes plain the incredible influence of cheap petroleum in our consumptive lives. However, the greatest impact of all may not be tied to any specific product.
Instead, the great bonus of synthetic replication and lowered prices was the ethic that infused American mass consumption. With the new society made possible by the innovations
